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Can TetraMin be improved? With Tetra the answer is "Yes". In 1970 we were the first manufacturer of fish food in the world to have the courage to publish a complete analysis of TetraMin. This analysis has become a standard today.

By using an amino-acid analyser we can now apply the findings of protein research more rapidly and more safely to current production, and thus improve the composition of our fish food.

Of course, only after extensive practical tests in our large Testing Station. And with our new TetraMin we are once more setting the standards for the right quality of fish food.

We spare no costs to improve TetraMin.

Good health for fish — a whole life long
Spawning Brushes

Many and varied are the items that have been used to replace water plants as receivers of fish eggs in aquaria and ponds. The feathery roots of river-side willows were once very popular and the fern-like skeletons of marine polyzoans have also been used, with nylon wool skeins and mops coming into use in more recent times.

Commercial fish farms raising goldfish in America have used Spanish moss, but as a result of scarcity and sharp rises in the cost of this commodity experiments with large nylon bristle brushes of the twisted wire type have been made. When these were supported horizontally at the pond surface in steel frames to form mats 4 ft. long by 15 inches wide, they were readily used by spawning fantail goldfish. It was reported by biologists J. P. McCraren and R. M. Jones in the PROGRESSIVE FISH-CULTURIST (USA) that when the brush ‘mats’ were put alongside the mats of moss previously used the goldfish deposited eggs in both mats indiscriminately. Advantages of the brushes include durability and ease of cleaning.

A full report of The Aquarium Show '74 held in London last month will appear in the December issue of PFM.

The Aquatic Development Group has announced that the measured water volume of the Competition £200 Aquarium at the Show was 76,450 cubic centimetres. Scrutiny of entry forms was not complete at the time of our going to press.
BREEDING FANCY GUPPYS

Heredity

By F. CAMPBELL

In considering the most suitable environmental conditions for guppies (or anything else for that matter) we cannot overlook the question of inheritance. Guppies, as we have seen from past articles, can present their own particular hereditary problems. These arise mainly from the exceptional range of dissimilarity which exists between the 'genotype' and the 'phenotype'.

The genotype is the entire genetic constitution of any individual; its phenotype is the proportion of the characteristics present in the genotype that it actually shows. For instance we might have a brood of baby guppies whose father revealed a wide spread of caudal finnage, but when they develop we are disappointed to find that none of his offspring exhibit wide caudals. Not to worry, we are looking at the phenotype and the chances are that the trait for wide caudals will have been inherited, and is present in the genotypical make-up. In other words the youngsters have inherited the ability to produce widened tail offspring.

From this we can readily understand the degree of linkage which exists between inheritance and environment. The parent passes to the offspring a set of genes but these genes cannot be fully expressed as visible characteristics unless the offspring are reared in a suitable environment and given a suitable subsistence. For instance, a baby guppy born of parents which are large and shapely, with a good spread of finnage and intensity of colour will contain in the genotype the ability to reproduce all of these factors. If, however, it does not receive the right diet and the right conditions to live in none of the characteristics will be expressed fully in the phenotype. The result could well be a medium sized individual, with perhaps some deformity, an inability to spread its fins to the full and a lack of lustre in its colouring. So the breeder slings it out and herein lies the root of the failure to breed good guppies.

Although the phenotype does not display the qualities the breeder is looking for, the genotype is unaffected by environmental conditions and still retains the ability to transmit the good qualities to the next generation. So it is not always wise to throw out the little ones!

It is not easy to determine what represents the ideal environment for guppies. They are such adaptable creatures that we may be lulled into a sense of false security by their acceptance of almost any conditions. There is a wide diversity of opinion among breeders and exhibitors as to what constitutes the best environment to ensure success. Points to consider, of course, are size of tanks; whether they should be planted or bare; whether filtration is necessary; pH of the water; lighting; temperature etc. Much depends on the beliefs of the individual and generally speaking, fanciers discover, mainly by trial and error, what methods serve them best and stick to them. There are, however, few breeders who would disagree that cleanliness is a quality which must always be sought after, and it is how this is achieved which often arouses controversy.

Some might say that the only way to ensure absolute cleanliness is filtration of completely bare tanks, whilst others might favour plants set in gravel and, by maintaining a balance of plants, fish and light, they obtain a clean environment through the natural biological processes. There are many breeders who consider that guppies of exhibition standard should not be used for breeding but simply kept in condition for showing, and that the job of producing more like them should be left to their less illustrious brothers and sisters.

In this sort of arrangement the show specimens are kept in bare tanks where there can be little danger of fins and scales becoming damaged by sharp-leaved plants or bits of jagged gravel. Any intermediate bacterial effects can also be eliminated, for any uneaten food is plainly evident and can be immediately siphoned off. Another advantage of keeping exhibition stock in bare tanks is that they can be more easily selected and captured on show days. Where breeding stock is kept in planted tanks the fancier is no doubt influenced by a desire to provide ideal conditions for courtship and also adequate cover for the subsequent fry to hide from cannibalistic parents.
New PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD

Scientifically advanced nutrition for tropical fish.

The very latest scientific research into fish nutrition has revealed the exceptionally high vitamin needs of tropical fish.

Based on this research Phillips have produced SUPERFOOD—a completely new concept in fish foods. Phillips SUPERFOOD supplies a desirable balance of 48% protein with carbohydrate, fat and essential minerals. But most important of all, Phillips SUPERFOOD is enriched and fortified to meet as closely as possible the specially high vitamin requirements of freshwater and marine tropicals, as now known.

More and more the hobby aquarist looks to Phillips for the finest fish foods. Now with the Introduction of SUPERFOOD you have a luxury high-vitamin flaked food—at a realistic price—which you can use with confidence for all your tropical and marine fish.

| Trial size | 20p | 35g   | 35p | 64g   | 61p | 170g  | £1.49 |

Phillips Yeast Products Ltd., Park Royal Road, London, NW10 7JX

“I saw your advertisement in PFM”
EHEIM - FILTER - MEDIUMS

An aquarium filter can only be as good as its filter medium. That is the reason for adding EHEIM filter mediums to EHEIM power filters. Mediums designed for use in fresh or sea water, for mechanical, biological, absorbent and chemical treatment. Prepared and controlled under scientific supervision in order to guarantee the best possible conditions for your fishes.

MECHANICAL MEDIUMS
EHRISYNTH is a synthetic fibre providing the right degree of filtration without interrupting the free flow of water through the filter. It is also effective in preventing the flow of small particles from the filter to the aquarium. EHRISYNTH is recommended as sole filter medium when using chemical or medical additives in your aquarium.

EHRIFIX-FEIN is a mechanical pre-filter which protects the other filter materials from damage from large particles.

EHRIFIX GROB is similar to EHRIFIX FEIN but is recommended for use in large aquariums.

EHRIMECH is strictly a pre-filter media. The multitude of the round, hollow bodies of EHRIMECH create a turbulence in the water as it passes through, retaining many substances and extending the duration of effectiveness of the other filter mediums.

BIOLOGICAL MEDIUMS
EHRISUBSTRAT-FEIN provides an ideal attaching surface for bacteria which break down biological waste materials in the aquarium. It is specially recommended for use at the bottom of the aquarium.

EHRISUBSTRAT-GROB is an effective biological filter medium. A highly porous material, it provides an ideal attaching surface for bacteria which break down biological waste materials in the aquarium.

EHRIBAS is a coarse, sharp edged, crushed gravel which should be used in uncrowded aquariums as pre-filter for other materials. In addition to its mechanical filtration of large particles, a biological filter is formed as bacteria settles on the rough surface of the gravel particles.

ABSORBENT MATERIALS
EHRIKARBON is a natural filter coal, absorbing organic substances which result from food decomposition and fish wastes. It is also effective for removing gases which cause water discoloration, cloudiness and unpleasant odours.

EHRIDRAFIN is an active hydrafine-carbon, very effective in the absorption of organic sediments and gases. Very suitable for sea water and densely populated aquariums.

EHRIPUR is a high performance carbon filter medium specially suitable for use in filters which are required to operate for long periods of time without maintenance. Its effectiveness will start gradually and remain efficient for a period of up to three months.

CHEMICAL FILTER MEDIUMS
EHRISAER MILD is a slightly acid paste fibre recommended for the enrichment of soft or slightly hard water with biologically effective material and hormones.

EHRITOFER STARK is a water softening and enriching past which imparts biologically effective substances to the water. Past tends to lower the pH of water, thereby making a more acidic water condition.

EHRIMARIN SER consists of two components which are harmonised and dependent on one another for effective filtration. It is an excellent filter medium for sea water, ensuring optimal water conditions. For normally populated aquariums EHRIMARIN SER will be effective for approximately three months.
MARINE AQUARIUM KEEPING:
The Science, Animals and Art,
by Stephen Spotte, New York Aquarium

Stephen Spotte, well-known author and marine biologist, at last removes the aura of myth surrounding marine aquarium keeping. Technical aspects of the hobby are presented in such an easy and straightforward manner that now even the neophyte can achieve success.

He describes some commonly kept marine creatures and explains how to exhibit them. Emphasis is on control of the inevitable changes that take place in the sea water as they determine the success or failure of an aquarium.

Throughout, Marine Aquarium Keeping is lavishly illustrated with 23 drawings by the famous wildlife illustrator Frances McKittrick Watkins, 15 superb color plates, numerous diagrams and tables, and 65 black and white photographs. Based as it is on solid scientific evidence, this book will be the single essential manual for both amateurs and advanced hobbyists.

October 190 pages £5.00

TROPICAL MARINE INVERTEBRATES OF SOUTHERN FLORIDA AND THE BAHAMA ISLANDS
by Warren Zeiller, Miami Seaquarium

A source of basic identification material on invertebrates in this area. Includes common names of species and etymology of scientific names to make them more meaningful to hobbyists and laymen. Follows phyletic sequence from lower to higher life forms and lists phylum, class, order and family for each genus and species. Photographs are all of living specimens.

August 1974 144 pages £10.75

THE SHELL-MAKERS: Introducing Mollusks,
by Alan Solem, Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago

Introduces the second largest group of animals—100,000 living species of mollusks. Each kind of mollusk is viewed as an integrated functioning unit—a living organism. Describes the basic patterns of these units, how they evolved, and what problems and opportunities they faced during evolution.

June 1974 304 pages £4.90

JOHN WILEY & SONS LTD.,
International Publishers,
BAFFINS LANE, CHICHESTER,
SUSSEX PO19 1UD,
ENGLAND

Available from all leading Booksellers

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
All the best for your fish

Armitages
GUSSIE AQUARIUM PRODUCTS

Wide choice of Permanent Aquarium Plants

Armitages - the firm that cares for your fish, employs almost 200 years experience in bringing you these reliable aquarium products, each one top value in its class.

ARMITAGE BROS LTD
ARMITAGE HOUSE
COLWICK
NOTTINGHAM NG4 2BA

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
INCREASE YOUR FISHKEEPING PLEASURE WITH THE AQUA JOY!
THE WONDERFUL NEW ENCLOSED FILTRATION SYSTEM FOR FRESH-
WATER AND MARINE FISHES!

The AQUA-JOY Enclosed motor filter has all these advantages!

* Neat construction with motor incorporated under main body of filter.
* Tremendous output.
* Filter box has two chambers.
* Can be used for conventional filtration, for treatment of water with special media such as peat or for Aqua-Joy Biological filtration.
* Easily maintained.
* Spares available.
* Extra-strong trouble-free motor system.
* The answer to your filtration problems for £24.90 including Aqua-Joy special biological filtration pad, sprinkler pipe, etc.

Ask for the Aqua-Joy Aquarium Filter Code No. 1050

Dorking - Surrey - England
Tel. Dorking 3202

Interpet
For trouble-free fishkeeping

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
As I had been successful in breeding the freshwater pipefishes, *Dorichthys deoratoides* and *Syngnathus pulchellus*, I decided to try to breed their close relatives, the seahorses. I knew the difficulties involved in keeping seahorses, such as keeping a supply of seawater of the correct composition, the problems of providing them with food and accommodating their behavioural and reproductive patterns, and I thought that it would only create further difficulties to keep more than one species of seahorse, so I decided to concentrate on *Hippocampus huda*.

I used artificial seawater, in an all-glass tank, to which I added a little natural seawater from the North Sea. This produced a 'healthy' water in which an army of indispensable bacteria were able to develop. Powerful aeration served to produce the desirable strong movement of the tank water through an all-glass filter system. The filter itself was filled with fine gravel, glasswool or nylon wool, activated carbon and broken shells. If it's one of the freshwater hobbyist's biggest difficulties to limit his tank population, for the marine fishkeeper such restraint is absolutely vital, because just one fish too many can completely upset the critical balance. So, my aquarium, containing about 16 gallons of powerfully filtered seawater, was ready. The final touch was to keep it illuminated for 4 weeks before the animals were to be placed in it, so that during these weeks the algae would develop that would make the seawater entirely ready for the fish.
range, is released so that they can suddenly suck the prospective meal into their mouths, mostly accompanied by a clearly audible sound!

Seahorse males are provided with a brood-pouch formed by two folds of the skin of the belly growing together. At mating time seahorses press their heads against their breast, and this is very noticeable in the aquarium. After some days spent clasping each other's tails, and the most varied courtship behaviour that I have ever seen, the pair will copulate, when the female will press down from between 80 to 400 orange-coloured...
mating time, the inner surface of the wall of the brood-pouch develops a special thickened tissue in which a great number of blood vessels are to be found. These play a very important part in the embryo's development—in my belief by the exchange of the gases carbon dioxide and oxygen: in other words, the breathing of the embryos in their father's brood-pouch is accomplished through the means of this tissue on the inner wall. In some of the literature it is suggested that the purpose of this tissue is to supply food to the embryos, but I don't think this is at all likely.

As the eggs develop, the male's brood-pouch swells up until by the end it is like a cone. At the time of the birth the father gets restless, swims to and fro and presses the pouch against objects in the aquarium, even against the glass of the tank.

There are all sorts of indications that the birth is approaching—K. Fiedler observed that, at the time of birth, the father's breathing is considerably quickened, to 102 times per minute as against his normal 34 times a minute.

I have already explained that the pouch is sealed against entry of seawater by circular muscles. When the birth begins the brood-pouch opens a tiny chink and then closes again, and this is repeated until the time of birth. By this means seawater filters into the pouch, so that the conditions inside slowly equalise with those outside. This procedure is of great importance in protecting the young from exposure to the 'stress' of seawater for which they are unprepared (and such stress would hamper the development of normal body functions). At last the pouch opens wide and the young seahorses are pushed out powerfully—at first only a few, but later in waves until the pouch is empty.

The successful raising of young seahorses is very difficult and is still a largely ill-understood procedure on which many fishkeeping enthusiasts have broken their teeth! There is a great deal of investigation for aquarists to do here. That figure of fantasy, the seahorse, has certainly not abandoned all its secrets. Possibly only when these fish are bred successfully in quantity under tank conditions will we be able to keep them alive successfully in our aquaria.

Meetings and Changes of Officers

BARRY AS. New name. The Cavalry Hotel, proved Street, Barry, S. Wales, Fourth Monday of month, 7:30 p.m. New members and junior classes always made welcome. Secretary: Mr. M. C. Gaffney, His Lordship, Newton Court, Sevenoaks, Kent.

BRITISH CHILD SOCIETY, WEST MIDLAND GROUP. Changes of name. New meetings: every Thursday of month, Youth Centre, Yoxall Road, Burslem. Secretary: Mr. H. M. R. Wells, Upper High Street, Wednesbury, Staffs.

DORCHESTER & DAS, Chairman, Mr. H. D. Currie, vice-chairman, Mr. B. C. Christopher, secretary, Mrs. H. M. Reiff, treasurer, Mrs. J. Matthews, Treasurer: 2nd Thursday of month. Youth Centre, Yoxall Road, Burslem. New members always welcome.

FANCY GUPPET ASSOCIATION, MANCHESTER SECTION. Members: Ian Shepherd, 81 Greenbank Road, Ashton-under-Lyne, Manchester. Meetings: Second Tuesday of every month, 7:30 p.m., Youth Centre, Bury. New members always welcome.

GLOUCESTER AS. New secretary, Mr. & Mrs. M. E. Parks (241, Badian Avenue, Quedley Court, Gloucester).

KILLINGWORTH AQUARIUM ASSOCIATION. Meetings: Wednesday afternoons, in November and 27th, Community Centre, Killingworth, Secretary: Miss C. A. Hume (14, Cowanburn Court, Killingworth, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE 12 9DX).

MIDLAND CHILD SOCIETY. Changes of name. New meetings: every second Thursday of month, Youth Centre, Killingworth, Secretary: Miss C. C. Hume (14, Cowanburn Court, Killingworth, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE 12 9DX).

WEEDON-BURY & DAS, President, Mr. B. J. Ayling, Secretary, Mr. A. Wood, vice-secretary, Mrs. A. Ayling, Treasurer, Mr. W. J. Reiff, Treasurer, Mrs. J. Matthews.

The British Child Society has not yet been formed. The West Midlands Group is the only branch so far established, and it is hoped that other branches will be formed in due course.
Personal Comment

These relentlessly darkening mornings and the yellowing of leaves on the trees are reminders that another summer has passed and that all sorts of preparations for winter must soon be undertaken. One is always looking forward, weather-wise in the country, and many will be asking whether the signs betoken a long and dreadful winter. The pondkeeper in particular will be wondering whether to take special precautions or whether to leave things to Nature. So far as I can tell, the crops in the fields and the fruit on the trees are evidence of good times past and not harbingers of future disaster: how depressing if we had to look on every natural bonus as though there were a catch in it.

Winter brings precious little by way of compensations but few will disagree that the Christmas season is one of the brighter spots. It may be fashionable in some quarters to denigrate the festival, but I doubt very much whether readers of this magazine will go along with that notion. Most of us will be trying in some way to bring pleasure to children, to old people and to the sick as well as to our own families. We all have our own formulae for success.

I was asked recently for advice about buying that all-important tank for junior—it was for a Christmas present. In a few weeks' time the same question will be asked from one end of the country to the other. Instead of ploughing through a lot of verbal advice, most of which would go unheeded, I sent the enquirers to the most competent young dealer in the district with instructions to reveal their complete ignorance of the subject and to insist on a rustless tank. I also advised them to shop early because although any reasonable retailer will give unselfishly of his time for most of the year you really cannot expect him to give you a fail-safe lecture on the entire hobby during the last Saturday morning's shopping before the holiday.

The retailer should then really try to analyse the outlook of the buyer and to sell him no more than he thinks his interest and ability are capable of coping with. A skilful dealer will virtually wean his customers off tank water but there are many fools about who will just as soon drown them with it. The former will know that a modest sale of an 18 inch tank this Christmas, carefully chosen contents and an interested parent, are the ingredients that make for success. Others will consider they have done well to sell a 36 inch bespoke set-up to an indulging and not very interested parent, but unless junior is a pretty capable and determined individual he may well find the first lesson overwhelmingly difficult.

I make no apologies for recommending a rustless tank. Buy one of stainless steel or one which is nylon coated. Not only will they not fall to pieces in a few years' time, they will form suitable receptacles for marine or brackish species if ever the inclination wanders from the conventional. It is quite true that these will cost more but the investment is a really sound one. There are certainly ways of rustproofing angle-iron tanks but they need handyman methods and it is not everyone who wants to do things the hard way. A further point in favour of nylon-coated tanks is that they are much kinder on small hands than many of the others, particularly when they begin to flake and disintegrate, in which circumstances they can be positively dangerous.

Above all things, please remember to impress on junior that the power must be disconnected before he services his tank in any way. This is perhaps a bit drastic for the old hands, but I have no doubt that they will agree with me that safety drills have to be taught young, and that they have to be uncompromising. Relaxations may well follow when a young aquarist really understands what he is about, but there is no safety like 100%, safety. Where children are concerned nothing less will do.

I have advised early ordering. We must not forget that this probably means that the dealer will advise setting the tank up a week or so before Christmas if it is to be a Christmas morning surprise. The essential point about all this is the word 'surprise', and if a tank has been there for all to see for days before the 25th it is hardly likely to be a great success on the day unless something really special happens to it. You must strain your ingenuity as to how the element of surprise may be achieved. Physical screening may have to be resorted to, or perhaps it is the fish which will be introduced on Christmas morning—the latter is a particularly thrilling episode. If, however, you have to have things more or less set up before the holiday begins I would suggest...
that you install Gro-Lux lighting but do not let
the children see its effect until the great day. To
most of them, even today it seems like magic.

We will all hope that many youngsters will enter
the hobby this Christmas and that their parents
will help them along with it.

Looking back over some very enjoyable years of
fishkeeping I become more and more convinced
that it is in the early, formative, period that one's
greatest initiative lies. All sorts of risks are taken
and much advice is sought whilst little real notice
is taken of any of it. In these circumstances it is not
surprising that unexpected success comes to the
beginner every so often and this spurs him on to
even greater absurdities. Sooner or later steady
factors take over, the impossible is tackled rather
less often than before and at the same time a
greater challenge is sought than the procreation of
livebearers or zebras.

I have noticed that, with a precision that is
quite uncanny, the novice breeder who has
successfully reared some of the commoner egg-
layers almost invariably chooses the neon tetra as
his next target. If local water conditions are
favourable and the prescribed drill is followed it
will be found that even this fish is not beyond the
skills of many keen and careful beginners. At
the same time failures greatly outnumber success
because water factors are wrong and the artificial
controls needed are quite outside the means of
the would-be breeder. I think it is probably true
to say that there are more areas in the United
Kingdom where neon breeding is virtually impos-
sible, for reasons of water quality, than the reverse.
In casting around, therefore, for something
suitably 'difficult' to breed, other attempts are
made with such as glowlights, usually with only
slightly greater success.

When I found myself in this sort of situation
some years ago I discovered that the flame fish
(Hyphessobrycon flammaceus) was just the variety I
was looking for as a breakaway from the ordinary,
and I can very strongly recommend it to the
breeder who is developing his techniques. After
a very interesting series of experiments with neon
and glowlights, at which point I owned a lot of
peat water and not a single fry, I noticed that a
pair of flames was moving towards spawning
condition quite rapidly—the female was decidedly
plump and the male was several shades deeper
pink than usual, with his distinctive black-edged
anal fin coming more and more into prominence.

One of the difficulties I had experienced with the
neons was the rapidly changing characteristics of
the peat water, which gave a favourable reaction at
the beginning of a spawning but which degenerated
often overnight, to an unacceptable level. This
often meant that I had a successful hatching, but
that further progress could not be made by the
fry.

The flame is known to be less fussy than many
of the tetras as regards water conditions, and this
was confirmed in my experiences; in fact I look
back in wonder now at some of the things which
they did tolerate. I am sure that many of the
alkaline water lovers which breed merrily under
local conditions would have jibed at the treatment

Pair of flame fish (Hyphessobrycon
flammaceus) in breeding condition (male
above)

Photo: R. ZUKAL
I dished out to those flames, particularly in the very vital first 2 weeks of their existence. I first tried some spawnings in the very soft and acid peat water which I had prepared so carefully for the neon. At about 78–80°F (26°C) the fish spawned quite willingly in a tiny tank (about 8 in. by 6 in. by 4 in.), which had some gravel on the bottom and a couple of nylon mops in the middle of it.

The spawning process is a vivid and exciting occasion in which the pair perform wild tremblings every few minutes, during which eggs are scattered far and wide. About an hour sees it all through, after which a systematic attack on the eggs is made; removal of the pair is therefore essential for success, and if you are using a small floating breeding tank for your pair it is easy to flip them straight back into the surrounding water, avoiding all the perils of a temperature change. A good spawning will yield some 200 fry, and although many of the eggs will turn white the good ones hatch within 24 hours or so, depending on temperature, so the agony of waiting is not really very great.

The young may be seen hanging from the underside of the water and look for all the world like a series of little golden commas. Their means of propulsion is a very direct wriggling, quite determined, even if the course itself is somewhat uncertain. I always find fry at this stage most interesting to observe; they have great beauty of form and colour and show Nature at its most generous mood, and for a moment it is worth forgetting the price the fish will fetch when you have reared them: a hatching is an uncommon enough happening and deserves to be enjoyed.

When the young begin to take more purposeful journeys it is time to inject some food into the area. After a lot of excursions into the uncertainties of Infusoria culture I settled for Liquifry (red tube). I diluted three drops in a larger quantity of water from the tank and scattered the mixture all over the water surface with a medicine dropper. This was repeated three times a day and the results were very good indeed. In the early experiments I overfed it and the fry succumbed to invading Infusoria encouraged by the over-generous supply of liquid food. The correct balance soon became evident, but the build-up of a slimy growth on the side of the tank often gave cause for concern, usually misplaced, since it could quite easily be removed with a finger, razor blade or what you will. I found that it was possible to sustain young flames with the larger grade of Liquifry until they were capable of taking microworm, and it was noticeable that at this stage they really began to make strides. The appetite of this fish has to be experienced to be believed, and they will go on feeding when all the others have long since stopped. This is possibly why some breeders find a hatch deteriorating when they have treated them similarly to other small tetras, so I think it pays to keep the latter, and into them to make them grow, because the bigger they get, the easier are they to feed.

I find Grindal worm rather difficult to culture, and therefore introduce a sort of mashed whiteworm or tubifex after the microworm has ceased to interest. This can be fed by introducing it to the aquarium on the point of a small knife and swarming the mixture into the water to achieve maximum distribution to all quarters of the tank. As the fish become more mature they respond to the approach of food by collecting in hungry groups and of course this makes the process of feeding much easier, and possibly more economical.

At about the half-inch stage the individuality of each fish seems to come to the fore, and aggression is high on its list of features. Many of the smaller and weaker specimens will be mercilessly eradicated by fierce attacks from the stronger ones, and as a result I have found that not a lot of ‘weeding’ is necessary. Growth is quite rapid and it is naturally advisable to keep up steady progress by feeding with as much live food as possible. You can sometimes be fooled by the willingness of these fish to take large quantities of dried food but, as is usually the case, a mixed diet or a predominance of live food gives the best results.

As the fish grow their colours improve and their usual colour is a delicate pink, which darkens into red overtones when the breeding urge escalates. The liveliness and aggressive nature of the fish makes this an extremely attractive fish to keep, though its stablemates need careful selection. I would suggest a shoal of flames with four or five silver dollars for contrast in both colour and size, with not too high a degree of lighting.

It is rather regrettable that good specimens of flames seem hard to get these days. Home-bred fish often turn out healthy enough, but of uncertain shape, and such should be avoided at all costs. This is not my number one community fish, but it is a wonderful subject for study in smaller groups. An especially good feature for the breeder is its willingness to go from one spawning to the next within 10–14 days; finely chopped earthworm seems especially attractive to them and should assist your persuasions considerably. The flame’s ability to breed and thrive in almost impossibly crowded conditions adds to its appeal to the flat dweller, whose fish-keeping is always on a shoestring, but these characteristics should not be abused as the young fish reach the halfway mark, otherwise there is sure to be an unacceptable deterioration in their quality.
Koi-Keeping in Japan

Japanese koi-breeder meet British koi enthusiasts during their visit to the U.K. and answer questions on keeping koi

More than 100 members of the BRITISH KOI-KEEPERS' SOCIETY attended at the Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London, on Sunday 1st September, in order to meet Mr S. Kamihata and Mr N. Takahashi, of the Kamihata Carp Breeding Company, Japan. Mr E. A. Allen, the Society chairman, welcomed the distinguished visitors, and in his reply Mr Kamihata regretted the short notice, but he was most pleased to meet members of the British Koi-Keepers' Society and to present a letter from Dr Takeo Kuroki, President of The All-Japan Koi-Keepers' Society whose 8000 members shared an equal interest in keeping the beautiful fish, nishikigoi.

A cine film of the Niigata Prefecture of North Japan showed many scenes of the famous carp breeding area around Yamakoshi Village, and included the techniques of breeding, rearing, grading and feeding, together with views of an auction in progress. This was followed by some excellent slides of Japanese gardens, ponds and koi. Many aspects of koi-keeping were discussed in detail and a better understanding was reached of the situation in Japan. The meeting concluded with an expression of thanks and presentations to the visitors for their time and trouble in addressing the Society and answering numerous questions.

Further details of the meeting are given by Mr Roland Seal and the editors Mr and Mrs M. Womersley, in the British Koi-Keepers' Society Newsletter, no. 26: 'Some of the early shots in the cinefilm showed large koi being lifted by hand into tubs for moving to the spawning ponds. In water scarcely as deep as the fish themselves, the men doing this job whirled the koi round two or three times in the water to make them dizzy and easier to handle. Question time proved very stimulating. Mr Kamihata said that feeding of trout pellets soaked in fish oil takes place three times a day, never after 5 p.m., and only enough food to be consumed within 3 minutes. He also said that from 7,000,000 fry he will only rear 300,000 koi of marketable quality. On the subject of disease called Anakikyo (a disease with holes on the body), Mr Kamihata explained that in Japan they had been very much troubled with this disease for the past 2 years, and that a lot of research was being carried out by such organisations as the Ministry of Fresh Water Fisheries and other Government Departments. Commenting on the depth of Japanese koi ponds, he said they varied in depth from 1.5 to 2 metres (5 ft. to 6 ft. 6 in.). For showing koi he stressed the three main points—shape, colour and pattern.'

To a question asking why Japanese koi spawn in the middle of the night, while ours usually spawn in the early part of the day, the reply indicated that in Japan the spawners are put together the morning before and it takes that length of time for the stimulus to produce spawning.

Another question was told that the normal summer water temperature in Japan is about 35° to 30° C, that is 77° to 86° F. On a question of feeding, Mr Kamihata said that they do not feed when the water temperature is below 50° F and that, although koi have no teeth, they will eat almost anything that is not hard or spicy. Asked about the lifespan of koi, Mr Kamihata said that koi don't have to register births and deaths, but he was sure they lived longer than humans. Other points to emerge were that doitsu koi tend to grow more quickly than other types, and that colours are enhanced by not changing the water. On the vexed question of searing fish it was said that, short of dissection, it was not easy with fish younger than about 4 years, but after that the finnage of the male tended to be larger in relation to the size of the fish. A considerable time was spent on the drugs used to cure disease. In general, Dipexes 85, which is the strength generally available in the U.K., is recommended not to exceed a dose of 1 gram to 700 gallons.

The Society welcomes all who are interested in keeping the Japanese fancy carp, and further information is available from the Membership secretary, Mr. D. C. Davis, 137 Gayfield Avenue, Bierley Hill, Staffs. DY5 2BX.
Winter Safety in Pond and Fish House • Fish Breeders' Register

ARE we in for a hard winter this year? Although the last two winters have been very mild, one should not be lulled into a false sense of security. Far better to prepare for the worst, and not need the precautions, than to be caught in a hard spell of freezing without preparation! Aquarists who keep their fish in a fish house should make provision for heating the air that surrounds the tanks. A little ice in a tank will cause no harm, certainly it should not worry the goldfish varieties, but thick ice can exert sufficient pressure to break the glass of a tank, even if it is of quarter-inch thickness.

Although the running costs may be a little greater than with other forms of heating my own preference is for electricity. This power source is, normally, instantly available and clean to use and need not be too expensive if coupled to a thermostat. My fish house is heated by a greenhouse-type fan heater, which, when in operation, gives a continuous stream of air from the fan whilst the heating element is switched on and off by the thermostat. The warmed air therefore circulates to all corners of the fish house, the effect being to cut down cold spots and to prevent excessive condensation. Many types of fan heaters are available and most will be found suitable if the thermostatic control is turned to the lowest setting.

Through circumstances or preference it may be that a paraffin heater is decided upon. This form of heating has given adequate and safe warmth in many fish houses for many years. Provided that the makers' instructions are observed and regular maintenance is not neglected, which means keeping the apparatus clean, the wick trimmed and the oil reservoir full, no problems should be encountered. Any oily film that may become apparent, upon the surface of water in the tanks, can be quite easily removed by drawing a piece of newspaper across the water surface, first in one direction and then the other. Use fresh paper for each sweep, and remove the sheet carefully; the oil will then be picked up, leaving a relatively clean surface.

Should you decide to use a paraffin heater in your fish house give some thought to storing sufficient fuel to carry you through any shortage that might arise, if a very cold spell of freezing weather should develop. To be caught without a reserve of paraffin could lead to disaster—broken tanks and dead fish—so make your provisions for bad weather and low temperatures now.

Preparations to protect the outside pool can also be made. With small pools having a depth of less than 18 inches it is safer to remove the fish and house them indoors. Larger and deeper pools, if not over large, can have a covering screen made for them from a wooden frame over which clear polythene sheeting is stretched. This will afford some protection from freezing but, of course, the sheeting must be kept cleared of any snow. The modern pool heaters will preserve an ice-free open area of water which will allow any noxious gases to escape; alternatively, if the pool freezes over, a pan of boiling water stood on the ice will melt a neat hole through which sufficient of the underlying water can be siphoned to lower the level by about 4 inches. Keep the hole covered with either the polythene screen or with sacking; this will help to prevent the water re-freezing.

The old tale about placing balls, or inflated inner tubes, into a pool in order to absorb the 'ice pressure' has no truth in it, any more than the belief that if pool sides are sloped ice will slide up them and cause no damage. Ice will form a solid grip at the water surface and thicken from this level; if this ice is allowed to become excessively thick the pressure created is likely to cause damage no matter how much the pool sides are angled and irrespective of 'pressure-relieving' objects. Try filling a pudding basin with water; place a tennis ball in the water, and leave it outside during a hard freezing spell. After a time it will be found that neither the ball nor the smooth sloping sides will have saved the basin. It will break under pressure of the ice!

Two prime reasons for taking precautions to avoid complete surface freezing are first, to avoid the build-up of foul water conditions which can occur through pollution. These conditions can kill fish and it is for this reason that I advocate cleaning the pool during the autumn—a clean pool is less likely to become a danger to the fish. Secondly, as already mentioned, concrete and other types of rigid construction pools can be fractured under excessive ice pressure. Preparation in advance avoids low temperatures taking you
unawares without any safeguards.

With all of these protective measures, whether in the fish house or the pool, it should be remembered that the object is to avoid any form of loss through ice damage. Heating, for instance, should only be sufficient to prevent any more than a rime of ice forming in the tanks; it should not be so warm that the fish remain active. You will find that if the fish can become semi-dormant over the coldest part of the winter, during which time all food must be withheld, they will be more vigorous the following spring. I think that many of the poor spawnings that breeders have experienced have been due to the previous two mild winters.

September's issue of PFM contained a letter from K. Palmers, of Edinburgh, in which it was suggested that a Register of Breeders would be worthy of consideration. This is a proposition that I think should be considered, and in fact I made a similar suggestion in these columns in December of last year. Admittedly my suggestion was in respect of those who bred fancy goldfish, whereas a Breeder's Register would be far more comprehensive if it catered for all species and varieties of fishes, both tropical and coldwater.

The usefulness should be quite obvious, as should the benefits, if all serious breeders were to give their support. Those seeking a particular type of fish would be able to refer to the Register and discover who, if anyone, was producing home-bred stock of the desired fish. They would learn whether the breeder was prepared to despatch fish or required purchasers to collect simply by writing to the address listed with the name of the breeder, and the price asked, together with any other information needed, could be obtained at the same time.

From the point of view of the breeder, he could possibly find a wider market for the fish that he produced. At the same time the hobby would benefit by having a source of home-bred, healthy fishes rather than having to rely so heavily upon imported specimens whose health is often suspect.

Where else can an elusive fish be found if it is not bred locally and cannot be obtained from dealers or at least not in the quality that is sought? The logical place to look would be in the pages of those magazines devoted to the hobby. Alas, at the present time, this would more often than not prove fruitless.

To remedy the situation merely requires some support and enthusiasm from the many fish breeders who are in the U.K., so why not give some serious consideration to the proposal? Write to the Editor of PFM offering support and, if a sufficient number of breeders were in favour of a Breeders' Register, it might soon be possible to find the breeder of your particular choice of fish within the pages of PFM.

The Bristol Aquarists Society staged their Annual Open Show during September. At this Show the coldwater fish came into its own, for the tropical section was greatly outnumbered. In the main the quality of the fancy goldfish that were exhibited was very good. A number of fine specimens were displayed, as was to be expected in this stronghold of the goldfish enthusiast, and visitors came from far afield to view them. Much comment, however, was heard in respect of Class 6. The Show Schedule stated that varieties for entry in this class should be 'telescopes (other than moors), lionheads, celestials, bubble-eyes etc.' To me the intent seems clear as to the types of fancy goldfish to be entered under this heading; however, the 'etc.' was the undoing of the class. First and second places were awarded to London shubunkins. These were two very good specimens and the exhibitor was, no doubt, very pleased that his fish had taken places above the more fancy goldfish opposition.

The judge did, in fact, tell me that he had twice queried these single-tail entries with the show manager, who ruled that they should be judged. I understand that it was considered incorrect to discriminate against the shubunkins when the way had been opened by the Society, by the use
of the 'etc', although this had not been their intention. I can understand the concern in not wishing to disqualify what I considered to be wrongly classed fish, and, of course, the judge had to abide by the ruling that had been given to him. Had these two London shubunkins been correctly entered in the class for a.o.v. Pond or River Fish they were of good enough quality to have stood just as much chance of being placed in the cards.

This instance shows, of course, just how careful the compilers of Show Entry Schedules must be to ensure that the wording is specific and crystal clear, leaving no doubt in the would-be exhibitor's mind about the Show Committee's intention or requirements for each individual class. It also proves how that requirement can be undone if the 'etc.' leads to confusion.

---

What's New?

Emergency Power

THE tropical fish tank is specifically listed by the manufacturers of the Jermyn Emergency Power Unit (along with central heating pump, deep freezer, lighting, television and refrigerator) as one of the items that could immediately benefit from their units in the event of a power cut. These units, shown on TV's 'TVectorizer World' last winter, are available in two models for maintaining appliances in use requiring up to 150 or 350 watts respectively. The battery-operated inverter provides AC power from standard car batteries. In the event of a power cut, the units will automatically switch to the invert mode to maintain an electrical supply. When the power is restored the unit reverts to mains operation, automatically recharging the battery ready for the next power cut and so giving an uninterrupted emergency electricity supply. The two versions are: 150-2, giving 150 watts output from a 12 volt car battery (price £45.00 + VAT), and 350-2, giving 300 watts from a 24 volt battery or two 12 volt batteries in series (£60.00 + VAT).

The unit is fully guaranteed for a year and is available on mail order direct from Jermyn Industries (No. 1 Verry Estate, Sevenoaks, Kent). A brochure will be supplied on application.

---

Grindal Go Up

CUSTOM-built worm mini-factories, along with other products of the aquatic trade, suffer from increased prices in raw materials. The IGM firm have had to announce their first price increase for 33 years. The Grindal worm culture in its specially designed wooden culture box is now priced at £2-50; Grindal Food is 60p a large bag and extra compost also 60p. All from E. J. Arnold, 80 Moncta Road, London E7 8EW.

---

Sea Algae Promoter

A TRACE element solution to promote the growth of green algae in newly established salt- or freshwater aquaria is the latest product of research by Aquarium Systems Inc. (distributed by Laboratory Equipment Consultants, 1 Shore Road, Ainsdale, Southport, Lancs.). The Instant Ocean Algae Trace Element Solution contains appropriate quantities of sodium nitrate, sodium phosphate, sodium ferric ethylenediaminetetra-acid, manganese chloride, thiamine-hydrochloride, zinc, copper and cobalt sulphates, and sodium molybdate, and other elements beneficial to the propagation and sustaining of nitrifying bacteria. The manufacturers do not regard it as a substitute for regular monthly water changes but rather "a healthy addition to the aquatic environment". It is available in 40 ml plastic vials, which would be a suitable quantity for a 25-gallon tank.
British Aquarists’ Festival, Belle Vue

Reported by F. CAMPBELL

DISTANCE was no object to some of the societies exhibiting at the 3rd British Aquarists’ Festival held at Belle Vue, Manchester on 12th-13th October. Edinburgh A. & P.S. and Lanarkshire A.S. from the far north, Baningstoke & D.A.S. from the deep south, and Northumbrian Aquarist and Hartlepool A.S. from the Northeast, mingled with 25 other societies from Lancashire, Yorkshire, Cheshire, Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire to present a truly representative gathering of aquatic enthusiasts.

The Champion of Champions contest between 34 fish which had all won best in show awards was once again the centre of attraction. Mr & Mrs Shipman of Grantham followed up their second of last year by coming first with their Danio rerio. Second was Mr P. J. Whelan, Blackburn with a Cichlasoma citrinellum and third was the Myloplus schulzai of Mr T. Roberts, North Staffs...

A number of specialist groups were represented; The Fancy Guppy Association had a neat stand with a fairly comprehensive collection of guppy types. The British Killifish Association displayed no less than 54 tanks containing every variety of egglaying toothcarp, including one as yet unidentified, which took first prize. The British Koi Keepers

Winning society stands at the BAF: first (top), Castelford A.S; second (middle), one of the “animals” on the roundabout by Otram A.S; third, Village A.S (photos by D. Greenhalgh)
Association had an attractive display of their 'living jewels' which were greatly admired by the visitors. The Northern Goldfish and Pondkeepers Society displayed every variety of goldfish and their members were successful in all the coldwater classes.

The ingenuity displayed by those societies who entered for the special prize of £5 for the most attractive stand was truly amazing. The winner was Castelford A.S. and, defying the weather, they presented a nineteenth century wagon loaded with coal and drawn by a model of Stephenson's Rocket. Second was a townswomen with elephant, eels and other zoo animals following each other nose to tail constructed by Osram A.S. The display tanks were contained within the animals' 'pavilion'. Third came the Alpine chalet of Village A.S. with a Swiss minx and her boy counterpart bobbing in and out to indicate changes in the weather. Edinburgh A. & P.S. in fourth place gave us road works complete with night watchman sitting at his broom outside his cabin. The Basingstoke Society displayed the oldest members of the society with the early part of the century, complete with tram and variety theatre; must have been a close loser.

The Witch Grove Press trophy for the best tropical fish was won by Mr R. Cooper, Hartlepool. The Bic Scallop Water Challenge trophy for the best coldwater fish was won by Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS, best tropical eel, Mr G. Gibson, Castleford; best tropical livebearer, Mr A. Charlton, FGA. The John East Memorial Trophy, presented by the Newcastle-on-Tyne Society to the individual exhibiting the highest number of members, went to Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS, who also had most cards in breeder classes.

Detailed results were:

- Society furnishing aquarium, tropical: 1, Euston (B), 2, Blackpool (T), 3, Edinburgh A.
- Society furnishing aquarium, coldwater: 1, Blackpool (T), 2, Euston (B), 3, Edinburgh A.
- Society furnishing aquarium, other: 1, Blackpool (T), 2, Euston (B), 3, Edinburgh A.
- Individual furnishing aquarium, tropical: 1, Mr H. Heath (Blackpool), 2, Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS.
- Individual furnishing aquarium, coldwater: 1, Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS.
- Individual furnishing aquarium, other: 1, Mr H. Heath (Blackpool), 2, Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS.
- Best display: 1, Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS.
- Best coldwater display: 1, Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS.
- Best tropical display: 1, Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS.
- Best eel display: 1, Mr G. Gibson, Castleford.
- Best livebearer display: 1, Mr A. Charlton, FGA.
- Best aquarium: 1, Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS.
- Best coldwater display: 1, Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS.
- Best tropical display: 1, Mr M. B. Rothwell, NGPS.
It is invidious indeed to select as one's favourite any single species of the countless fishes we may encounter in the course of our hobby, but there will always be some to which we are individually especially attracted. So far as I am concerned the wimple fish (Heniochus acuminatus) falls right in the middle of this category, and I think it has almost everything.

Its overall triangular shape, with its familiar black and white bars and a backing of mid-yellow, makes it a bold fish, and it is dashing, too, once it has settled down in a new environment. The dorsal fin ranges through a number of forms, from a fairly stable triangle to a long, filamentous, appendage trailing behind the fish: in the latter case it detracts from its gracefulness in the confines of a tank, and it may become the target for attack by aggressors. It is one of the many pities of aquarium keeping that one can seldom give adequate space for fish like these, and there is no doubt that this is one species, par excellence, which we should aim to provide with shoaling conditions. Public aquaria will no doubt rise to this in time, and a settled shoal would be worth going a long way to see.

My slight qualification about its desirability is based on a personal inability to keep it in good health for any length of time, though I am assured that it positively thrives when enjoying the benefits of greater expertise than I possess. It is certainly not a fussy eater, though I did run into a little trouble in getting a couple of my specimens to overcome their initial reluctance. Freshly hatched brine shrimp worked in one case, and in the other the fish simply got hungry and finally took white worm. Larger specimens ignore brine shrimp unless there are of adult size, in which case they go mad and snap up all that is going, displaying quite remarkable agility in so doing. One I had would never touch flake food, but most of them took the normally available range of marine fish foods, and all had a weakness for finely chopped earthworm.

The Heniochus will probably become tame quicker than any other fish if tempted with small garden worms or shreds of red meat or non-oily fish. Its appetite, when it is in good health, can be staggering, and if you are beset with a live food crisis in mid-winter, this can be most embarrassing, because if a fish is put off feeding by a temporary restriction of its favourite food, it can prove to be a tricky process to persuade it to accept something else, or even to accept anything at all!

I have found this a splendid fish in terms of temperament. It is nearly always on the go, either patrolling in and out of the swimming areas, or picking minute particles of food from obscure places. I never experienced the least bit of bad temper from any of the specimens in my charge, though they were well able to stand up for themselves when subjected to attack from ill-disposed fish already in residence. In this sort of situation they seemed to assert their superiority by stance and attitude rather than by any form of physical violence, and it is this sort of display of dignity which so commands my respect.

My losses of this species were caused in the main by gill infections, and I found the standard medications quite useless as either alleviation or cure. Once a fish began to display over-rapid gill movements its days could be numbered, and it was with more than usual regret that I had to accept what then seemed to be an inevitability. I am inclined to think that much of the trouble stemmed from low pH rather than from an excess of nitrite, and I would recommend to marines who try their hands with this very wonderful fish to look to this aspect constantly. It is quite useless to go by the outward appearance of the fish, so always suspect your water as being at fault and give it the necessary replenishment or conditioning at whatever intervals you judge to be right for your own aquaria. About quarterly should be enough, though monthly is better.

Heniochus come from the Indian and Pacific Oceans, and there are several related species which I regard as less attractive than the acuminatus, which is most commonly offered for sale. A 3 to 4 inch specimen will probably cost about 5/-6/- at present. Anything much smaller than this can be difficult to rear, though if the price were right and the specimens offered were full bodied and swimming in a sprightly fashion, I would have a go at what would be a reasonable challenge. The prospect of having two or three of these in one tank would turn anyone's head, including mine!
The Minnow Called ‘Tan’s Fish’

Tanichthys albonubes

TANICHTHYS ALBONUBES, the White Cloud Mountain minnow, is an ideal fish for every aquarist. Its popular name is derived from the fact that it was originally discovered, in 1932, in a small stream that ran down from the White Cloud Mountain in China, though in fact in Europe it is more commonly known as ‘Tan’s fish’ after the Chinese scout who made the discovery; although it has not been with us for so very long it is to be found in aquaria all over the world.

As the literature tells us, it does not require a high temperature. In fact, with acclimatisation the White Cloud Mountain minnow can live in temperatures as low as 50°F (10°C). But 61-68°F (16-20°C) is ideal. At temperatures about 68°F (20°C), the fish will do best in a thickly planted, well-oxygenated aquarium—82°F (28°C) is the very maximum point of the temperature range at which it will live and at this temperature its life span will be short. So it is an ideal fish for the unheated tank.

By RUDOLPH ZUKAL

Photographs by the author

It will grow to about 1½ inches (4 cm.) in length, has a peaceful disposition and is not at all fussy in its feeding: live and dried foods are equally acceptable to it. The only thing that T. albonubes is fussy about is the freshness of its tank water—in fact, it provides a first-class indicator on this point. If we notice this fish in our tanks swimming at the surface, taking gulps of air, losing its colour and its sense of balance, even though the other fishes still appear lively and fit, we know that there is something amiss in the tank, and that is likely to be the water.
On account of its colour, the White Cloud is often known as the 'poor man's neon', though the brightness of this coloration is very dependent on the conditions in which the fish is kept. From nose to tail stretches a red-gold line along the middle of the body; the stomach is greyish white, the back greeny brown. The lower part of the dorsal fin is of a golden hue, the upper part is red with a bluish edging. The caudal fin is a mid-red. The brilliance of the line running along the body in young specimens is such that they can almost be mistaken for the genuine neon tetra.

The male is rather smaller, thinner and more brightly coloured than the female and also its mouth is edged with a pale red. The female is readily identified by her plumper belly. For maintaining these fish a medium sized, heavily planted tank with ordinary tap water at a temperature of 65°F (18°C) or less can be used. Ideally the fish are kept in a communal tank together in a large shoal.

Breeding follows the pattern shown by members of the genus Brachydanio. Pairs of year-old minnows will spawn eagerly at a temperature of 72-75°F (22-24°C) in a small aquarium amongst fine-leaved plants. Although the parents do not eat the eggs it is advisable to remove them once the spawning is complete. The number of eggs laid
The chase into a plant mass close to the tank base

As the female dives into the fine-leaved plant clump the male takes up a position close to her flank.

Some curling of the male's tail over the female's body can occur during the spawning as shown in this picture.
is not usually very great, but can sometimes reach 200. Occasionally the pair will spawn over a period of time, laying small batches of eggs at intervals in amongst the plants. The fry will be free-swimming after 6–7 days and will accept a fine grade of dry food, although a suitably sized live food will give a perceptible improvement in growth rate.

My own particular way of breeding them is as follows. I keep several pairs in a 12-gallon (50 l.) tank well planted with myriophyllum. These pairs spawn in the tank but are left in with the eggs: when the fry hatch out they are fed with very fine foods whilst the parents continue to be fed with their usual food. It is a simple matter then to remove the young as and when they have grown to about 1 inch in length. This way I can get 50 fish or more a week almost all the year round. I have only rarely observed any cannibalism amongst them and then that has been due to a lack of other available food.

Readers’ Queries Answered

Related Spawnings

Would you please advise me if there are two types of Pelmatochromis kribensis? A fishkeeper I know says there were two types which both now go under the name of Pelmatochromis pulcher. Also are brother and sister spawnings satisfactory or not?

It is true that the name Pelmatochromis kribensis is no longer correct. For many years there has been great confusion in the aquarium literature and hobby about the naming of the group. Within the last few years many of the West African cichlids have been reclassified ichthyologically and most of the species of the former genus Pelmatochromis have been transferred to the new genus Pelvicachromis. However, not only is our fish ‘Pelvicachromis’ but it has also been found that the specific name ‘kribensis’ is incorrect. The aquarium fishes that have been known as P. kribensis, P. khugui and P. tsiatia have, in fact, been the one fish P. tsiatia. Just to make the confusion worse, however, the illustrations used for P. kribensis were often really of P. pulcher. Anyhow, Pelvicachromis pulcher and Pelvicachromis tsiatia are now the two correct names for the fishes that were known as Pelmatochromis kribensis, khugui, tsiatia and pulcher.

The reason for the confusion is that Pelvicachromis pulcher is a fish that appears in so many guises. It is to be found over a wide area in tropical West Africa and like all species that are widely distributed over a variety of habitats (it is found both in inland rivers and brackish coastal estuaries) several distinct forms of the species are likely to appear. These are often sold as different species until such time as subsequent research shows that they are merely colour variations of the same fish. And P. pulcher is particularly prone to colour variation, even when bred in the aquarium. A
report of the separate examination of several hundreds of fishes of each sex from eight broods from different parents by Mr M. Moor showed that some colour variation from the "norm" was apparent in almost every individual fish.

For general aquarium breeding purposes with normal stock there is an disadvantage in the use of spawnings between siblings.

Rainbow Fish

I have recently become interested in Melanotaenia nigrofasciata, the Australian rainbow fish. So far I can find no books, articles etc. that go into any detail about this fish. Can you give me some tips on feeding, breeding, water conditions etc. please?

Melanotaenia nigrofasciata is quite an old-established and popular species for the aquarium tank; this is very understandable as they are most undemanding fish to keep. They are going to grow to about 4 inches in length and are very active fish, so they will need at least a 24 inch tank length in which to swim. It's also best to keep them in a small group and they are quite suitable for a community of smaller and medium-sized fishes. They are very hardy and will stand quite a range of temperatures (from 65° to 75°F; 18° to 24°C) and of water conditions, though their preference is for hard, slightly alkaline water to which a little salt has been added. Feeding them is simple enough as they will happily accept both live and dried foods.

In maturity the sexes are distinguishable by the more intense coloration of the male and his taller shape. They will spawn in a 24 inch tank, thickly planted with fine-leaved plants, in about 8 inches of water at a temperature of 75°F. They are likely to go on spawning for a day or two, scattering semi-adhesive eggs as they do, and if they've been well conditioned in advance with plenty of food they are unlikely to touch the eggs while they are still interested in spawning. However, when you are sure that spawning has been completed, then the parents can be removed. The eggs hatch in 6-7 days and the fry are free-swimming on the ninth day. The fry will need plenty of Infusoria and newly hatched brine shrimps as first food, microworms and then sifted daphnia.

Schuberti Barbs

How long should Schuberti barbs take to spawn? I have had a male and a female in a breeding tank now for over a week and they seem to show little interest in each other. I thought with fish like barbs that spawning would be more or less automatic?

Barbs schuberti usually breed within 3-5 days of being placed in the breeding tank—but, of course, this is only if the fish are ready to breed. The female, which to be really mature enough should be over 9 months old, should be really plumped up with roe and looking very deep-bodied. The breeding tank should be a 2 ft. tank, though it need contain water only to a depth of about 8 inches—and try using a water mixture of two-thirds rainwater topped up with fresh tap water. If the water in your area is really alkaline, filter the water mixture through peat. Place some fine-leaved plants in the breeding tank. Other well-grown tips with barb breeding are to have the temperature of the water in the breeding tank some few degrees higher than the water in the tank in which the fish have been living, and to introduce the fish into the tank in the evening. Many breeders also try to place the breeding tank where it will receive any early morning sunlight that there may be about. We would suggest now that the fish should be separated and re-conditioned with plenty of live food in their diet until such time as the female looks ready again to spawn.

Illumination

I very much admire the plant growth in the tanks illustrating the articles by Mr W. A. Toney and I would like to be able to produce the same results but so far I have been quite unsuccessful. My own tank, made to fit into a particular alcove, is 44 in. by 17 in. by 16 in. and I would very much like Mr Toney's advice on how to light this tank and what length of time to keep it illuminated.

Mr Toney replies: I would advise the use of two fluorescent tubes of 25 watts each. These are normally about 36 inches in length without the connector ends. To these should be added two small tungsten bulbs, from 25 watts each, for the evening. It is difficult to state a time for light duration because this must depend on the types of plants in the aquarium. Normally I keep my aquarium lit from 8.0 a.m. to 8.0 p.m. full power; after 8.0 p.m. I use only half the available fluorescent lighting mixed with the tungsten lamps. As for the type of fluorescent tube to be used, the best results are given by mixing: one warm light and one daylight tube.

Bumble-bee 'Cat'

I would like any advice you are able to give me concerning the so-called bumble-bee catfish, Loricariidae siamensis. The one I have in with playts, red-tail black shark, ramirezi, aulonocara, kribbil and Corydoras cat is 3 in. Since keeping the bumble-bee with these I have lost a cobra danio and been unable to find any trace of my Siamese algae-eater, and am wondering if they have been a meal for the bumble-bee. This being so, are the others safe?

It is very likely that the culps in your tank is the bumble-bee catfish. It is one of those fishes that can be classified as 'peaceful' provided that its tank companions are too big for it to swallow, and although they are nocturnal fishes for the most part they are very active feeders and will eat fishes that are smaller or slower than themselves. They are members of the Bagridae family—a voracious group—and they will also eat small earthworms, or larger chopped ones, maggots, small pieces of meat and rolled oats. Of the remaining fishes in your tank the playts could be at risk, though the other fishes listed should be safe enough (assuming that the red-tail shark is of mature size).

Honey Gouramis

I have recently acquired a pair (I hope) of honey gouramis, and I wonder if you could supply me with some information about them. What I would like to know are the maximum and breeding sizes, and whether any special conditions are needed for breeding these fish.

Colisa chuna is one of the smallest of the dwarf gouramis and will reach a length of about 1½ inches. Maturity is reached when the fish are about a year old and they are then ready for
breeding; by this time they will have reached full growth. The male is the more colourful fish, particularly his dorsal fin. The fish are nest-builders and the male builds the nest and looks after the eggs and nest when the spawning is completed—the female should be removed after the egg-laying. They are warm-water-loving and the breeding tank should be at a temperature of 83°F (28°C) or slightly higher. The fry will require very fine first food, such as Infusoria and egg yolks, to be followed by newly hatched brine shrimps and sifted daphnia.

Undertank Heating

My query refers to the article by Cliff Harrison (PFM, September) on undertank heating. Having almost completed a tank to take 16 tanks in four rows of four tanks 18 in. by 12 in. by 10 in. deep, this would appear to require some 180 watts, which at 25 watts per foot equals 7.2 feet. Spreading this over a tray 4 ft. by 3 ft. means approximately 18 runs spaced 1 inch apart, which does not compare with the density of the heating cable shown in the photographs. I appreciate that the size and voltage employed in the photographs is not shown, but a rough interpolation would seem to give about 18 inches front to back of the author's tank and the tank sizes in the other are known. It then this would merely be to give a fine control of tank temperature in a room already heated by other means.

Cliff Harrison replies: The amount of heating cable (and hence heating capacity) in both examples shown was rather lower than might be required in some circumstances. In the case of Mr Ellis's aquarium, they are used for killifish, which are for the most part happy at quite low temperatures: furthermore, the room they are kept in is centrally heated and this means that only a small increase in temperature is required. In my own small fish house, in the other illustration given, the insulation is such that only a fairly low amount of heating is needed for the banks of aquaria. I am now using 1/4-inch thickness expanded polystyrene as the inner lining of the shed, and this seems to be very effective, provided that there are no draughts or large areas of single glazed windows. With the recent upwards trends in the cost of the two most popular fuels for fishhouse heating—electricity and paraffin—effective insulation is now becoming essential if running costs are to be kept within reason.

LETTERS

Unusual Livebearer

EARLY in 1972 H. Preston and C. Lyon, two Southend members, brought from Mexico several specimens of the two-spot livebearer, Paracheirodon innesi, having caught them in the wild. This species is large, the females reaching about 4½ inches, the males about 3 inches. It is predatory on smaller fishes of guppy size.

I do not know if any of this species have been imported in recent years; we at Southend have bred and distributed numbers of them to various parts of the country and it would be interesting to hear how widespread they now are. Breeding has been successful in numbers and the quality of fry is good. As with most tank-bred livebearers it appears difficult to raise the females to a good size comparable to the wild stock. However, males appear to grow very well and it may be that the females take longer to reach maturity.

D. M. CHEWRIGTH
President, Southend, Leigh & DAS

Breeding Marines?

ONE of the major problems facing marine aquarists at the present time is overcoming the difficulties presented in the propagation of marine fish, both native and tropical. While many aquarists have managed to achieve spawnings very few have raised the fry to a mature stage. Perhaps it is for this reason that they are reluctant to write down the knowledge they have gained for publication in the various aquatic magazines.

In order to overcome this the British Marine Aquarists Association has, through the initiation of one of its members, Mr Martyn Haywood, prepared a simple questionnaire which covers all the factors likely to influence the successful breeding of marines. We would be grateful if any readers of PFM, both in Britain and overseas, who have spawned marine fish would write to me at the address below and I will forward a copy of the questionnaire. Through the completion of these we hope to be able to determine some factor common to a number of spawnings and this information could be made available for the benefit of all aquarists.

I would stress that we are interested in obtaining this information whether or not the fry were reared successfully or even hatched from the eggs. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

88 Cornhill Road, Aberdeen, AB2 3DH, Scotland

Your comments and views on all topics of interest to aquarists are welcomed. Address letters to PFM Letters, 554 Garratt Lane, London SW17 ONY
Live Foods, Dried Foods and the Fresh Frozen Diet

By CLIFF HARRISON

I HAVE always been an enthusiastic supporter of the use of tubifex worms as a regular food for virtually all aquarium fishes except the very smallest species. Amongst its advantages have been their undoubted high nutritional value, relatively low cost and practically all-year-round availability. Unfortunately, over the last few months supplies of tubifex have been very much restricted, owing to over-collecting in the past and the greater cleanliness of the River Thames where it is found in quantity; as a result its use has become prohibitively expensive for those hobbyists with more than one aquarium. This means we must turn elsewhere to keep our 'pet fish' in peak condition, experimenting with new goodies to tempt their palates.

Perhaps an answer should first be given to the question 'Is dried food alone adequate for my fishes?'. For the beginner particularly the reply must be yes, certainly; partly on account of the varieties that are likely to be kept in the beginner's early days (predominantly livebearers, characins, barbs and the like), and partly because the better-known dried foods are nutritious, and of a wholesome quality. Fishes may therefore be fed regularly with them with confidence that the foods are unlikely to pollute the aquarium unless gross carelessness occurs, and that the end result will be good, healthy stock. However, this broad statement acknowledges that many foods can give appreciably better results (in the eye of an expert, at least) than most of the dried foods, provided that they are used with care and selectivity. These last few words are stressed because it is unlikely that anyone with much less than a couple of years' practical experience of fishkeeping could be in a position to be fully conversant with the eating habits of fishes in general; hence the logic of novices relying on relatively foolproof dried foods whilst they study the behaviour of their fishes, and gradually extend the scope of their feeding experiments. The secret of success here is to know which fish will take particular foods, and in what sort of sizes and quantity; ignorance of these basics will sooner rather than later result in a polluted tank and bodies floating at the surface. Enough said, I hope.

So what foods can we turn to? Just about everything in the way of meat, fish, egg, cheese and vegetables that we eat ourselves, together with many we wouldn't touch, have been tried over the years, and no doubt there are as many fishes with peculiar tastes as there are such humans. Whilst there is much to be said for variety in the diet, you will probably find two or three things that the fish do readily go for, and which can be used to supplement the dried foods.

The number one food in many eyes is live daphnia ('water fleas')—which most people buy in pre-packed plastic bags (when the word 'live' is certainly a misnomer for at least a half of the contents!). Incidentally, I am surprised at how many people believe that the usual pink coloration in the water of such bags indicates the presence of an antiseptic to make the 'buff' safe for aquarium use; sorry, but it is only a coloration—if the chemical was in a strong enough concentration to do any good, the daphnia would all be dead too. Daphnia is found in almost any semi-permanent body of still water (unless the fleas have been consumed already by other occupants, notably fish), and this even includes those shallow concrete ponds used for sailing model boats. Certainly in the South many public parks have these ponds, which, despite their being emptied and cleaned every few months, still manage to produce netfuls of daphnia between times. The most unlikely of places can in fact yield quantities of daphnia, albeit at irregular intervals, and if the hobbyist can establish a 'round' of three or four such ponds in his locality, he can be fairly certain of obtaining his live food for a greater part of the
better quality for preference. If a small piece is cut off from a frozen block, and then diced or shredded finely while it is still solid (so much easier than trying to do it to fresh meat, which is all soft and rubbery), the fish will consume it so quickly that the blood does not have a chance to ooze out into the water. Obviously the size of the meat is critical, and depends on the fish it is intended for. I have found meat to be one of the best foods of all, particularly for fish upwards of about 2 inches.

For fishes of all sizes, use a tin of all-meat dog food (not the ‘meaty chunks’ or others that may already contain cereal). Tip the contents a little at a time on to a wooden chopping board, and use one of those hand-operated food choppers to reduce it to a purée (removing gristle in the process). If desired, a small quantity of Farex can be mixed in, the whole tipped into a plastic container, and frozen solid. Small lumps can be broken off as required and left to float in the tank; as the food melts, the fish will bite off pieces of suitable size.

Young fry from just a few weeks old, together with smaller species up to neon tetra or pencil fish size, will appreciate a food made of ox or lamb’s liver. Cook the liver quickly in a small quantity of water, let it cool, and then remove it all the larger ‘tubes’. Cut it up finely, place in a liquidiser with just enough water to make it workable, and reduce it to a fine purée. Again, add a small quantity of Farex if desired, and work it with the back of a spoon through a flour sieve to remove all the tough fibres etc. The remaining ‘cream’ can be frozen in plastic containers and fed to fish as required. This food should be squeezed between finger and thumb in the water of the aquarium to break it up into a cloud for very young fry, but this is unnecessary for other fish.

All these protein-rich foods mentioned here will pollute the aquarium very quickly indeed if any is left uneaten; as it is so difficult for a beginner to judge the sort of quantities of food required for particular fish, fry especially, I would suggest that he or she uses these foods on just odd occasions to supplement the dried types. I have not yet mentioned the needs of the few types of fish that depend mainly or solely on vegetable foods. For those that do not find enough nourishment in the form of algae in the tank or in their regular dried food, a, squashed cooked pea may be offered; the other fishes may find this an interesting change, too! Alternatively, a minute quantity of finely chopped spinach or cabbage may be tried—in fact almost any green vegetable of a suitably soft texture. These vegetable foods create virtually no problems of pollution, though any left uneaten ought to be removed with a fine net or siphon tube.

Meaty Foods

Up till now I have been talking about ‘live’ foods as if the very fact that they were living creatures conferred some especial value on them. By and large this is not so, their real virtue being that they are generally a fairly concentrated form of protein which happens to be presented to the fish in a highly appetising and desirable form. Thus the fish eat heartily and so achieve maximum growth rate (other things being equal). But many other foods can be just as nourishing and appealing, and in some respects far more convenient as well.

Perhaps I should start off by saying that I have never seen any home-made dried food that the fish have accepted to a degree equal to live or high-protein foods. Despite the most meticulous preparation of ox heart, liver or steak—all usually combined with a cereal such as Bemix—as soon as these are dried (to preserve them) they seem to lose much of their appeal. For that reason I have found a freezing compartment or ice box in a refrigerator to be an invaluable asset for keeping fish foodstuffs fresh. One of the easiest foods to use is ordinary steak—braising steak or even
A PFM guide to the meanings and accepted pronunciation of the scientific names of aquarium subjects, arranged by word-roots in alphabetical order

**Flamma** (Latin): flame. Pronounced 'flamm-ah'. The trivial part of the scientific name of the flame tetra, *Hyphessobrycon flammus* ('hyphess-oh-bry-kon flam-mee-us'), refers to the red line of this fish.

**Hetero** (Greek): different. Pronounced 'het-er-oh'. For example, the generic name of the mosquito fish, *Heterandria formosa* ('het-er-and-ree-ah for-moh-zah') in which the size difference of the males from the females is referred to ('andro', Greek: male). Also in the trivial names of these fishes: harlequin fish, *Rasbora heteromorpha* ('raz-bor-ah het-er-oh-mor-fah'), meaning 'of different shape' ('morph', Greek: form, shape, structure); flag tetra, *Hyphessobrycon heteronabuas* ('hyf-ess-oh-bry-kon het-er-oh-rab-buss'), meaning literally 'of different rods' referring to its coloured lines; zebra kilifish, *Fundulus heteroclitus* ('fun-dew-luss het-er-oh-clit-us'); the ciclids *Haplochromis heterodon* (hap-low-krow-miss het-er-oh-bon) and *Haplochromis heterocome* (hap-low-krow-miss het-er-oh-tee-nee-ah).

**Ichthy** (Greek): fish. Pronounced 'ick-thee'. Examples of the use of this root occur in the word ichthyology ('ick-thee-oh-gee'), the knowledge of fishes, in the generic name *Nemichthyus* ('nem-ick-thiss'), a needle thread (nema, Greek: thread) and in the generic name of the White Cloud Mountain mummnow, *Tanichthys* (tan-ick-thiss alb-oh-new-bees), with a literal meaning of 'Tan's fish'.

**Soma** (Greek): body. Pronounced 'soh-mah'. Examples of fish generic names of which *soma* forms a part are: *Budorcas* ('bud-ee-roh-soh-mah'), literal meaning 'dark body' (boleo, Greek: dark); *Cichlasoma* (sick-lah-soh-mah), indicating a body like 'cichla', an old name for a perch-like fish; *Ellasoma* (el-las-soh-mah), literally 'the tiny bodies'; *Zebrasoma* (zeb-rah-soh-mah).

**Tri** (Greek): three. Pronounced 'try'. Examples of this prefix used in trivial names are many: *Anostomus triosomus* (an-os-go-soh-mus try-fish-es-ah-tuss), *Barbus triplius* (bar-buss try-pli-ah-tuss), *Dascyllus trimaculatus* (dass-kih-luss try-mack-yew-lah-tuss), *Namastomus trifasciatus* (nan-os-toh-mus try-fish-es-ah-tuss), all referring to three bands (fansi, Latin), three spots (spilo, Greek, or macula, Latin), and three lines (linea, Latin). The name of the ivy-leaf duckweed (Lemma trisulca, lem-nah try-sul-ah) refers to the three grooves (suli, Latin: groove) between the three veins of the leaves.

**RESULTS of the BRACKNELL, DIDCOT & READING Open Show are as follows:**

**WENNI SITTINGBOURNE & DAS** visited Mid-Kent AS for a KAAS League Match the Society were delighted to win all three classes and take the match by 40 points to 8. They also had a very successful KAAS match against North-Kent AS when they won in two of the three classes and the match by 35 points to 23. A very interesting FRAS slide and tape lecture on Corydoras by Mr C. Brown was enjoyed by all. Recent table show results: (judge, Miss A. McDonald).

**G8F (Judge, Miss A. McDonald)**: 1, 2 & 3, Mr A. Murphy, where a special award given to the Micropholis paneurale, in first class, TM, 1, Mr A. Murphy. The second half of the display was for the Challenge Cup, 1, Miss D. McDermott. 2 & 3, Mr R. Nisbet. Junior Challenge shield also went to Miss D. McDermott as the highest priced junior entry, the Novice trophy went to Master M. Wicks.
In Brief...

THE FUR, FEATHER & AQUARIUM SHOW has now been revised and reorganised and looks forward to meeting all aquarists. It is to be held at the King's Hall, 31 Lower Clapton Road, London, E5. Open on 23rd November. Further details and schedules from the show secretary, Mrs Sybil Hodges, Kei Kent, 120 Ashburton Avenue, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex (phone: 01-590 3239).

In the last table show of the series, BARRY AS trophies went to Mr M. C. Guthrie and Master Jonathan Webber. A slide show on tropical catfish given by Mr D. Warmdean, rounded off the evening's entertainment.

DORCHESTER & DAS much regret the loss of both their presidents, Mr P. Mardon, and of their vice-chairman, Mr A. Billington, who is moving with his family to London. Table show results have been: Section 1, Barbs: 1 & 3, Mr R. W. Taylor; 2, Mr G. M. Fox; 4, Mrs M. E. Fox; 5, Mrs M. C. J. Thompson. Section 2, Barbs: 1, Mr G. M. Fox; 2, Mrs M. E. Fox; 3, Mrs M. C. J. Thompson.

BOURNEMOUTH AS welcomed members of Portmouth AS who arrived to take part in the A.S.A.S. quiz. Questions were set by Salisbury AS and at the end of the quiz Bournemouth had won by 353 points to 331. Table show results were: 1st, Mr Bebb; 2nd, Mrs Bebb; 3rd, Mr Chatfield; 4th, Mr Middleton. Common goldfish 1st & 2nd, Mr B. Coomenes.

BRADFORD & DAS search for new headquarters, although successful (the new venue is the Teutonic Hall, Westgate, Bradford) has had a number of ramifications. Meetings are now being held on the second and fourth Thursdays of the month and as a result of this change of meeting night secretary Mr D. B. Edmonds has had to resign and two committee members, Mr A. Firth and Mr B. Shepherd, cannot attend at the new meeting time. Treasurer Mr G. Green has also had to resign owing to a move to York.

WEDNESBURY & DAS extend a cordial invitation to anyone wishing to join their club, which meet on the first Monday of each month at 8.00 p.m. at the Midland Vaults, Upper High Street, Wednesbury, Staffordshire.

LEAMINGTON & DAS have been having a variety of slide shows, Mr C. Chamberlain and Mr F. Stoodley presented one on severum cichlids and Mr and Mrs Frank Stoodley showed a very interesting non-aquatic slide show on Rome for the holiday season. A Cross-Cross quiz presented by Mr C. Chamberlain provoked another favourite entertainment.

There were eight entries in the 1974 Garden Pool Competition held at COVENTRY POOL & AS. Results were: Joint 1st, Mr D. Eastwood and Mr A. Simmons; 2nd, Mr D. Hancox; 3rd, Mr T. Manning; 4th, Mr M. R. R. Hollins. Judges Mr and Mrs C. Hinde commented: 'One of the main points noticed about some of the glass pools was that the tops of the plants were on the other side of the pool, which did not really enhance the beauty of the pool.'

BOURNEMOUTH AS welcomed members of Portmouth AS who arrived to take part in the A.S.A.S. quiz. Questions were set by Salisbury AS and at the end of the quiz Bournemouth had won by 373 points to 331. Table show results were: 1st, Mrs Bebb; 2nd, Mr Chatfield; 3rd, Mr Middleton. Common goldfish 1st & 2nd, Mr B. Coomenes.

DORCHESTER & DAS much regret the loss of both their presidents, Mr P. Mardon, and of their vice-chairman, Mr A. Billington, who is moving with his family to London. Table show results have been: Section 1, Barbs: 1 & 3, Mr R. W. Taylor; 2, Mr G. M. Fox; 3, Mrs M. E. Fox; 4, Mrs M. C. J. Thompson. Section 2, Barbs: 1, Mr G. M. Fox; 2, Mrs M. E. Fox; 3, Mrs M. C. J. Thompson.

NEW members of the BIRMINGHAM SECTION of the FANCY GUPPY ASSOCIATION are Mr D. Hill and Mr J. Hill of Birmingham and Mr C. Beer from Redditch. Visitors are always welcome at meetings held on the fourth Sunday afternoon of each month at The Glebe Farm Community Centre Stechford, Birmingham. The secretary is Mr G. Beacham, 35 Fountains Close, Marchborough, Redditch (phone: 01592 4907).

LEAMINGTON & DAS have been having a variety of slide shows, Mr C. Chamberlain and Mr F. Stoodley presented one on severum cichlids and Mr and Mrs Frank Stoodley showed a very interesting non-aquatic slide show on Rome for the holiday season. A Cross-Cross quiz presented by Mr C. Chamberlain provoked another favourite entertainment.

There were eight entries in the 1974 Garden Pool Competition held at COVENTRY POOL & AS. Results were: Joint 1st, Mr D. Eastwood and Mr A. Simmons; 2nd, Mr D. Hancox; 3rd, Mr T. Manning; 4th, Mr M. R. R. Hollins. Judges Mr and Mrs C. Hinde commented: 'One of the main points noticed about some of the glass pools was that the tops of the plants were on the other side of the pool, which did not really enhance the beauty of the pool.'

BOURNEMOUTH AS welcomed members of Portmouth AS who arrived to take part in the A.S.A.S. quiz. Questions were set by Salisbury AS and at the end of the quiz Bournemouth had won by 373 points to 331. Table show results were: 1st, Mrs Bebb; 2nd, Mr Chatfield; 3rd, Mr Middleton. Common goldfish 1st & 2nd, Mr B. Coomenes.

BRADFORD & DAS search for new headquarters, although successful (the new venue is the Teutonic Hall, Westgate, Bradford) has had a number of ramifications. Meetings are now being held on the second and fourth Thursdays of the month and as a result of this change of meeting night secretary Mr D. B. Edmonds has had to resign and two committee members, Mr A. Firth and Mr B. Shepherd, cannot attend at the new meeting time. Treasurer Mr G. Green has also had to resign owing to a move to York.

WEDNESBURY & DAS extend a cordial invitation to anyone wishing to join their club, which meet on the first Monday of each month at 8.00 p.m. at the Midland Vaults, Upper High Street, Wednesbury, Staffordshire.

WHEN LINCOLN & DAS held their annual competition for the Richard Baines trophy, judge Mr J. Bower of Sherwood AS awarded this to Mr J. Goldsmith; 2nd, Master Senior; 3rd, Mr Towe.

ROEHAMPTON AS announce that their Presentation Dinner Dance will be held at The Royal Oak Hotel, Cobble Road, New Malden, Surrey on 14th December (6.00 p.m.). Tickets (£2-50) are obtainable from Mrs C. Sawford, 65 Burlington Road, New Malden, Surrey (phone: 0949 1707). P.R.O. Mr P. Sawford writes 'We will be pleased to see all our friends on this occasion'.

COVENTRY P & AS members have been enjoying a great deal of success at open shows. At the Bedworth Open Show Coventry was the M.A.L. Society with most points. Mr P. Watts won the award for best large fish other than Best in Show with an angel fish that also won the class for Angels (Stephen Watts came fourth in this class). Mr and Mrs Watts won a second in the single-tail goldfish class, a first and second in the non-coldwater and Miss P. Hinde won a fourth in snailbait. At the Nunton Open Show, Coventry members achieved a first, four seconds, four thirds and a fourth, and at the Goodyers End Open Show a first, two seconds, a third and three fourths were won.

Dates for Your Diary

2nd November: OSGB General Meeting, Cambridge Hall, Rad Lion Square, Holborn, London WC1, 2.00 p.m.
13th November: BLACKBURN AQUARIUM SOCIETY Open Show, The Forum Cottage Community Centre, Cowane Lane, Blackburn. Details: Mr & Mrs Smith, 10 Hawthorne Crescent, Finten Hill, Blackburn.
16th November: HALIFAX AS Open Show, The Forum Cottage Community Centre, Cowane Lane, Blackburn. Details: Mr & Mrs Smith, 10 Hawthorne Crescent, Finten Hill, Blackburn. (phone: Halifax 6015).
"You are looking at the finest filter in the world"

**DIATOM FILTER**

★ Positively Does not Change pH or Water Chemistry
★ Fresh or Salt Water
★ 150 Gallon Per Hour

Rec. Retail Price
£24.95 + V.A.T.
Additional charge 55p postage and packing

Filter material and all parts readily available in U.K.
Write for up-to-date list of aquatic wholesaler who carry the DIATOM FILTER.

**Reverse-Flow Undergravel Filter**

We reverse the process ... we want waste matter BENEATH the filter, NOT ON TOP. Keeps gravel clean and water clear.

**NOTE:** Test indicates that 50% BOTTOM COVERAGE with a Reverse Flow actually outperforms conventional with full bottom coverage.

D 2-10 Total Filtering Area 9½ in. x 19½ in.—£1.80
D 2-15 Total Filtering Area 11½ in. x 23½ in.—£1.92
D 2-20 Total Filtering Area 11½ in. x 29 in.—£2.05

Prices are subject to Postage and VAT.

For best results allow 15-30 days for proper bacteria bed to form.

**43 WHITE HART LANE, LONDON, SW13**

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
'Algarde' Filters - Naturally!

**Classified ADVERTISEMENTS**

**AQUATIC SUPPLIERS**

**M.S. TROPICAL FISH** (Maurice Stray - Aquariums), 47 St. Georges Street, Cheltenham. We have the finest selection of tropical marine fish in Gloucestershire; also a comprehensive selection of freshwater tropicals, plants, and all other aquarists' requirements. Phone 35000. Open till 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday.

**AT LEAST 150 VARIETIES** tropical, marine and pond fish—-for personal shoppers only. Kingfisheries, 508 Croydon Road, Beckenham, Kent. Phone 01-632 3715. Closed Wednesdays.


**AQUASCÔPE. TROPICAL, MARINE AND COLDWATER FISH SPECIALISTS.** Cabinet Aquariums any size, callers only. Monday-Saturday 9.15 - 6.00. Closed all day Wednesday. 78-80 Whalley Range, Blackburn; phone 550489.

**REPTILES**

**REPTILES, AMPHIBIANS.** Free list. J. & D. Naturalists, 51 Sandy Road, Seaforth, Liverpool, 21.

**EQUIPMENT**

**AQUARIUM FRAMES, STANDS AND SHADES** plus ornamental stands. Frames from 11 x 11 = 1 square steel, 48 x 36 = 13. £4.90; 48 x 15 = 15. £5.10. Aluminium shades 48 x 12 £3.50; 48 x 15 £4.20. Stands, plain £3.60. £4.00; £4.50. £4.30. Money back undertaking. All sizes quoted. Send s.a.e. for full price list. Hockney Engineers Ltd., Derwent Place, Leeds 11. Phone 450606.

**RUSTPROOFED AQUARIA** for ornamental stands, glazing cement. Equipment manufacturers: 446B, Westby, Barton, Ormskirk.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

**BADGES.** Every society needs bright enamel badges. For best service and quality contact R. E. V. Gomme (PF) Ltd., 14-15 Frederick Street, Birmingham B3 3HE.

**AQUARIUMS & ACCESSORIES.** The advertisers are interested in contacting manufacturers or wholesalers supplying aquariums/stands etc. in substantial numbers—say 100 and up, which they would collect by own transport. Write Box 775, PetFish Monthly, PF Publications, 554 Garret Lane, London, SW17 0NY.

**ADULT CALICO VEILTAILS FOR SALE.** Show and Breeding Stock. 2 Willaston Road, Marston Green, Birmingham 33.

**GROUND DRIED SHRIMPS AND CUTTLEFISH.** Samples and prices at your disposal. Wholesale Only. H. E. Daniel Ltd., Longfield Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

**THE BASINGSTOKE AQUARIST**

7 Church Street, Basingstoke, Hants.

Telephone 22010.

Tropical and coldwater fish, marine, live foods and plants. Large selection of equipment. Open Monday-Saturday 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m.; later by appointment. Sunday—Closed all day.

**TUBIFEX**

**TUBIFEX**

Ring 01-348 3011 for a regular supply, or write D and V 114 Rathcoole Gardens, Hornsey N8 9TH

**WINGATE & GOLDING LTD.** Tel. SUTTON SCOTNEY 792-3

**BARTON STACEY, WINCHESTER, HANTS.** A complete service to the aquatic trade. Wholesale suppliers of Freshwater and Marine fish, Aquariums & Accessories. Regular van deliveries in the South, U.K. Distributors for hw MARINEMIX and other hw products.
Still Using Carbon?

You obviously don’t know about Filtresine

the new synthetic filter medium for fresh and sea water

FILTRESINE is a new resin filter medium to this country, although extensively used worldwide. It offers to the serious Aquarist a number of advantages over conventional carbon media.

- Thorough filtration with an active life of four months
- All organic refuse neutralised faster and better than by active carbon
- Stabilised pH, increased oxygenation
- Algae inhibited, odours absorbed
- Absorption of nitrates, ammonia and small molecule organic acids
- No interference with flora – a better all-round environment

Cut your costs with Filtresine!

Retail Price £1.17

John Allan
AQUARIUMS LIMITED

Sole U.K. Distribution For the Trade

You owe it to your fish, and yourself to give it a try.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
GILLWAY AQUATICS
14 THE PRECINCT, TAMWORTH, STAFFS. B79 7AE
Tel. TAM 65617

RETAILERS AND AQUATIC WHOLESALERS

New marine department now flourishing. All marine tanks in lovely cave-like settings. Spotless tropical tanks — Plants Galore — All P.T.I. products in stock — Agents for fabulous SERA foods — We are bang up-to-date in all quality equipment

CASH AND CARRY DEPARTMENT FOR RETAILERS IS OPEN

HOURS: Mon., Tues., Thurs. 9-5.30, Fri. 9-7.30, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 10-11, Wed. half-day.

HOBBY-FISH

AQUARIUM PLANTS

HOBBY FISH POPULAR TROPICAL PLANT COLLECTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>£1.49</th>
<th>£1.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'A'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'B'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'C'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'D'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'E'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'F'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'G'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'H'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAIL ORDER DISCOUNTS

Aquatic equipment by Post at Discount Prices

Examples from our top hundred list:

- Battery Operated Pump
- Rena Sepa 1 Pump
- Uno Combine Heater/Stat
- 203 Tetra Mf
- Distom Filter
- Blue Line Thermometer
- Internal Filter
- Tetra Care Cures

All goods posted by U.K. only

Money back guarantee: Terms: Cash with order

Orders dispatched by return or refund

Mail order only. Minimum order £1.00

AB INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL SUPPLIES
145 Spies Lane, Halesowen, Worcs. B62 9SS

Please send free price list by return.

Name
Address

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Make the diet balanced and varied.

Fish are quite human in one respect. They do like a varied diet. But it must be a balanced one.

The best way to make sure they get it is to give them the best food you can. And that means Phillips Fish Foods – the result of scientific research and comprehensive trials in experimental aquaria.

Leading aquarists and fish breeders know this. And they vary the diet with Phillips Flaked Fish Foods, Phillips Maxiflakes and Phillips Multifreeze.

Make sure your fish get these nourishing foods.

Phillips Flaked Fish Foods
A nutritious high-protein food containing liver, fish, meal meals, insects, cryptocloro vegetable matter, brewers' yeast, milk powder and cod liver oil. Rich in vitamins and minerals. 46% protein. Drum 14oz, 12oz 36p, 4oz 87p, 2oz 62.2p.

Phillips Maxiflakes
Larger flakes for hand feeding the larger tropical fish. 3oz 36p, 14oz £1.04.

Phillips Multifreeze
A 100% freeze-dried blend of seven nourishing foods for tropicals and marines. Drum 35p.

Phillips Fish Foods - the best that cost less.
PHILLIPS YEAST PRODUCTS LIMITED, PARK ROYAL ROAD, LONDON NW10 7UX.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
NORWOOD AQUARIUM
London's Leading Wholesale Suppliers of Aquatic Equipment
Prompt and Reliable Service to Retailers
24 KNIGHTS HILL, LONDON S.E.27 Telephone 01-670 6908
Members of the National Association of Pet Trade Wholesalers

Available along with Plankton, Clam, and other deep frozen foods to the Trade and Factors.

Sole U.K. Importers:
TROPICAL MARINE CENTRE Ltd.
25 Hay Lane, Kingsbury,

VISITORS TO BRIGHTON

You are cordially invited to pop in and see our large stocks of FRESHWATER and MARINE FISHES

Should you want Foods, Filters, Tanks, Pumps, Spares, etc. we have a large selection of these too.

ANIMAL MAGIC
174 Edward Street
Brighton
Telephone: 683920

9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Half-day
Wednesday
Late Night
Friday till 8 p.m.

Open 6 days a week, late night Friday
CATFORD AQUARIAS
72 Bradgate Road, Rushey Green, S.E.6
Telephone: 01-890-1834
2 minutes from new shopping centre and main car park
OVER 80 TANKS OF TROPICAL, COLDWATER AND FANCY GOLDFISH, PLANTS AND EQUIPMENT.
Have you tried our Plants By Post Service?
S.A.E. for price list.

HUP AQUATIC NURSERIES
P.O. Box 20
Paya Lebar Post Office
Singapore 19

Cable Address: "WISTARIA", SINGAPORE
An Agricultural and Exporter of Aquatic Plants
Write to us for wholesale price list and details

FILTER WITH 'ALGARDE'

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
ROSEWOOD
ARE NOW SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS FOR
BIORELL
ONE OF THE LEADING CONTINENTAL
FISH FOODS

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL AQUARIST OR PET SHOP

ERIC WOODS (ROSEWOOD) LTD, 113 WATLING STREET, WELLINGTON
TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE TF1 2NJ Tel: Wellington 2261/2

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
THE GOLDFISH BOWL

Our new tropical fish showroom is now open at 253 London Road, Headington, Oxford. Tel. Oxford 62904, just a quarter of a mile from the A40 London to South Wales road. Early closing Thursdays, late 'fishing' Fridays until 8 p.m.

PAY US A VISIT - YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED

A section of our wholesale warehouse with more than 350 aquaria from which the retail shop is supplied. TRADERS WISHING TO CALL MUST ADVISE NO CASUAL BUSINESS CONDUCTED

118-120 Magdalen Road, Oxford. Tel./Oxford 41822 (24-hour answering service) & 46750

THERE IS NO BETTER FISH FOOD THAN PROMIN FISH FOOD!
THERE IS NO BETTER VALUE THAN PROMIN FISH FOOD!

All available from good Aquarists and Pet Shops everywhere
Trade Enquiries Welcome

PROMIN LTD., MANOR LANE, HOLMES CHAPEL, CHESHIRE CW4 8AB

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Do Your Fish a Favour — buy them an 'ALGARDE' FILTER!

LIVE WORMS FOR FISH FEEDING
- Small red earthworms bred under scientific conditions for feeding to fish, amphibians, birds, etc.
- Exceptional shelf life — at least six weeks and if necessary up to three months.
- Almost negligible mortality.
- No smell, clean and easy to feed.

Available throughout the British Isles and parts of Europe through a network of distributors, or direct by post.

F. H. NASH LTD.
Four Elms Mills, Bardfield Saling
Braintree - Essex CM7 5EJ
Tel.: Shelford Green 247
Suppliers to Zoos and Fish Farms

MARINE AND TROPICAL FISH

WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF MARINE AND TROPICAL FISH AND A FULL SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT.
KRYSALL ALL-GLASS AQUARIUMS, BOOKS AND FROZEN FOODS.

BARCLAYCARD AND ACCESS CARD

WELCOME
Weekdays: 12.00 noon-7.00 p.m.
Saturday: 9.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Sunday: 10.00 a.m.-4.00 p.m.
Closed Tuesday

371 DUNSTALL ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.
Phone Luton 37743

WHOLESALE FINEST QUALITY TROPICAL FISH
Home Bred and Tank Raised in our own Hatchery
Selected Imported Fish and Aquatic Plants

HYDES AQUARIUM
1059 London Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex
Southend-on-Sea 75610 - Billericay 51936

'AALGARDE' FILTERS — CLEARLY THE BEST!
Read the BEST!

Why is the MARINE AQUARIST the best? . . . Because every bi-monthly issue contains 64 pages of the most authoritative, reliable and entertaining articles by skilled amateur and professional aquarists from around the world . . . because every issue contains over a dozen full colour photographs of marine fishes and invertebrates . . . because every issue contains more on marines than all the available aquarium magazines combined! All this for only £2.52 per annum (6 issues), overseas £2.70.

No other magazine, marine or fresh water, is read by as many salt water enthusiasts . . . almost 10,000 the world over.

TROPICAL MARINE CENTRE LTD
25 Hay Lane
Kingsbury, London N.W.9

Trade inquiries invited—write for sample copy and price information.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
THE HOUSE OF FISHES

Tel: HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 4723

Did you know?

That in addition to offering for sale one of the most varied selection of tropical fishes in the Country WE ARE stockists of all the best makes of equipment: Tanks, Pumps, Lighting, too many to enumerate, but you name it, we can supply.

PLUS expert advice and friendly service (which shouldn't come last in these days of 'take it or leave it')

You'll get a welcome at:

77 HIGH STREET, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
Open 9 a.m.—7 p.m. Closed Wednesday and Sunday

Make sure your fish get their vitamins—even when they won't eat.

Scientific investigation into the nutritional requirements of fish has emphasised their need for vitamins. For example, weight for weight, they need 4 times as much Vitamin B₁₂ as we do, 6 times as much nicotinic acid and 18 times as much Vitamin B₃.

Yet fish may be fussy about their food and refuse even the most appetising diet. When this happens try Phillips AQUAVITE.

Phillips AQUAVITE was developed to provide the essential food vitamins—even when fish are not actively feeding. Simply drop an Aquavite tablet into the tank. It's water soluble and as it dissolves the vitamins are released into the water and absorbed by the fish. By freshwater fish over the gills by mouth, in the water they constantly swallow.

Phillips AQUAVITE promotes good health, fertility and colour brilliance. And it's specially recommended when introducing new fish into marine aquaria. The vitamins in AQUAVITE not only help to keep the fish healthy, but also stimulate the appetite and so encourage the fish to take normal food.

Phillips AQUAVITE will not cloud the water.

From your local aquatic dealer.

PHILLIPS YEAST PRODUCTS LTD., PARK ROYAL, LONDON, NW10 7JX.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers.
Insist on **DATAM**

**QUALITY FOODS**
for all POND FISH—
and get THE BEST!

**DATAM POND FISH FOOD**
Make this the staple food for YOUR pond fish.
Properly graded and formulated to provide a basic diet.
Look for the green drum with the orange fish.

**DATAM POOL DIET**
Special **Bite-size** high-protein pellets,
graded to suit all pond fish. Feed them alternately on POOL DIET and POND FOOD for super vitality!

FROM YOUR LOCAL AQUARIIST SHOP
PET SHOP, or WATER GARDEN
Trade Enquiries Only to:
DATAM PRODUCTS,
"PRINCESS WORKS",
STATION ROAD, BEESTON,
NOTTINGHAM
(ask for our complete catalogue of over 700 items)

**BRINGS YOU FROM:**

**PHILIPPINES**
Balistoides niger
Paracanthurus hepatus
Euryxiphipops navarchus
Euryxiphipops xanthometapon

**SINGAPORE**
Chelmon rostratus
Amphiprion ephippium
Amphiprion percula
About 30 Species of Fresh Water Fish

**CEYLON**
Pomacanthus imperator
Acanthurus leucosternon
Plus Many Species of Chaetodon

**WEST INDIES**
Pomacanthus paru
Holacanthus tricolor
Prognathodes aculeatus

**HAWAII**
Acanthurus achilles
Centropyge loriculus
Holacanthus arcuatus
Forcipiger longirostris

These fish are usually in stock in good quantity and are all for sale.

(Import and Wholesale only)
56 Victoria St., St. Albans,
Herts. Tel: St. Albans 65707
Price list on request. Personal callers welcome, but by appointment only.
HYKRO
AQUATIC PRODUCTS
The finest in the world

The Hykro factory, largest in Europe, offer to the British Aquarist, the most complete range of products which include:

- UNDERGRAVEL FILTERS
- OUTSIDE & INSIDE FILTERS
- BABY SAVER FILTERS
- BREEDING TRAPS
- AQUARIUM CLEANERS
- WORM FEEDERS
- AUTOMATIC SYPHONS
- POWER DIP TUBES
- 3D and PHOTO BACKGROUNDS
- BRINE SHRIMP HATCHING KITS
- VALVES and CLAMPS
- WEEKEND FOOD BLOCKS
- VACATION FOOD BLOCKS
- Plus a host of other products at very competitive prices

Buy Hykro with the confident knowledge that you are getting the best aquatic products in the world.

Hykro products are unobtainable from any Grocer or Supermarket, but... ONLY FROM YOUR AQUATIC SPECIALIST.

Distributed by:
PETERAMA LIMITED
THE BILTON ESTATE, WATERHOUSE LANE,
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

petfish 1975
aquarist’s pocketbook
and diary

Pocket-size, with pencil, and containing

- PAGES OF
  TECHNICAL DATA
  AND GUIDANCE ON
  AQUARIUM AND
  POND-KEEPING
- GENERAL INFORMATION
- MAPS OF THE WORLD IN COLOUR

50p (VAT included) post free
$1.50 U.S.A. and Canada

To PETFISH PUBLICATIONS
554 Garratt Lane
London, SW17 0NY

Please send ______ copies of the 1975 PetFish Aquarist’s Pocketbook and Diary for which I enclose ______

Name

Address

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
TACHBROOK TROPICALS LTD
244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD LONDON S.W.1 Telephone 01-834 5179
The Aquatic Specialist Store With its Own Fish and Aquatic Plant Nurseries

OPEN: MON.-SAT. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.  Tel.: 01-834 5179 or 01-834 4242

We consider our stock of AQUATIC PUBLICATIONS to be of an adequate nature for the use of the enthusiast.

NO TROUBLE IS TOO MUCH FOR OUR DESPATCH DEPARTMENT

These books make an excellent CHRISTMAS PRESENT which we will be only too happy to despatch with your cards to your friends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African Fishes, Lake Kariba</td>
<td>£6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Fishes (Pterophyllum)</td>
<td>£1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquarium Decorating &amp; Planning</td>
<td>£1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeding Behaviour of Aquarium Fishes</td>
<td>£3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cichlids of the World (Goldstein)</td>
<td>£9.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discus, All About</td>
<td>£2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases, Aquarium Fishes</td>
<td>£2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exotic Binder</td>
<td>£3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Supplements I-16 (each)</td>
<td>55p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshwater Aquarium Fishes, A Guide to (Hervey &amp; Hems)</td>
<td>£2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guppies, Advanced Hobbyists</td>
<td>£1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innes — Exotic Aquarium Fishes</td>
<td>£2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koi for Home &amp; Garden</td>
<td>£1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light in the Aquarium</td>
<td>£1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Aquarium (Wickler)</td>
<td>£3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscars</td>
<td>£1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Marine Fishes, Vols. I-6 (each)</td>
<td>£9.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piranhas (Myers)</td>
<td>£1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spawning Problem Fishes, Books 1 and 2 (each)</td>
<td>£1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting Right with Tropical Fish</td>
<td>55p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Plants Encyclopedia</td>
<td>£4.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Postal charges additional. For orders up to £1 - 12p; £2 - 18p; £4 - 35p; £6 - 48p.

We also have in stock all the well-known brands of aquatic accessories for the aquarium. A large variety of fish and plants are always available for your viewing.
SHIRLEY AQUATICS LTD
WATER PLANT NURSERIES AND FISH HATCHERIES—Phone: 021-744 1300
Stratford Road, Monkspath, Shirley, Solihull, Warwickshire

KEEP MARINE AQUARIA
EMPLOYING THE NATURAL SYSTEM WITH LIVING PLANTS AND A GREAT VARIETY OF MARINE LIFE
Use NEW TROPIC MARIN artificial sea salt and aeration with OZONE

HILENA INTEGRAL
Plant Fertilizer and water regulator for marine aquaria is a must for the Natural System
Price £1.10

DURING NOVEMBER
WE HOPE TO DISPLAY
SPECIAL MARINE NATURAL SYSTEM AQUARIA
COMPRISING LIVING CORAL REEF INVERTEBRATES, PLANTS, ROCKS AND FISHES SUITED TO THIS SYSTEM
ALSO GOOD RANGE OF SEE-ALL AQUARIA FROM 24 in. up to 6ft.

PLEASE NOTE—All enquiries requiring a reply MUST be accompanied by S.A.E. Our premises are situated on the main Stratford-Birmingham road, 8 miles from Birmingham, Hillsdon “Red” Bus No. 150 from Bus Station, Birmingham, pasts the door, slight as “The Crown” Monkspath
HOURS OF BUSINESS—NOVEMBER-MARCH 10 a.m.-5 p.m., APRIL-OCTOBER 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY SUNDAY AND MONDAY

TERMS OF BUSINESS—Cash with order please. Fish sent by rail. Tropical minimum order £7.30, imported container and carriage £1.30. Cold-water minimum order £5 plus £1.25 container and carriage. Please by post (minimum order £8.00) please add £5.00 post and packing.
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